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Abstract

Many research topics in natural language pro-001
cessing (NLP), such as explanation genera-002
tion, dialog modeling or machine translation,003
require evaluation that goes beyond standard004
metrics like accuracy or F1 score toward a005
more human-centered approach. Therefore,006
understanding how to design user studies be-007
comes increasingly important. However, few008
comprehensive resources exist on planning,009
conducting and evaluating user studies for010
NLP, making it hard to get started for re-011
searchers without prior experience in the field012
of human evaluation. In this paper, we summa-013
rize the most important aspects of user studies014
and their design and evaluation, providing di-015
rect links to NLP tasks and NLP specific chal-016
lenges where appropriate. We (i) outline gen-017
eral study design, ethical considerations, and018
factors to consider for crowdsourcing, (ii) dis-019
cuss the particularities of user studies in NLP020
and provide starting points to select question-021
naires, experimental designs and evaluation022
methods that are tailored to the specific NLP023
tasks. Additionally, we offer examples with024
accompanying statistical evaluation code in R025
throughout, to bridge the gap between theoret-026
ical guidelines and practical applications.1027

1 Introduction028

Over the past years, the natural language process-029

ing (NLP) community has increasingly expressed030

the need for and the importance of human evalu-031

ation to complement automatic evaluation (Belz032

and Reiter, 2006). While human evaluation has re-033

ceived much attention in the context of natural lan-034

guage generation (Belz and Reiter, 2006; Novikova035

et al., 2018; van der Lee et al., 2019), it can benefit036

many additional fields within NLP.037

Tasks, such as machine translation (Graham038

et al., 2013), explanation generation (Nguyen,039
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Figure 1: Normalized frequencies of “human evalua-
tion” and “Likert” (as in the Likert scale questionnaire
type) in the ACL anthology from 2005 to 2020 showing
the growing attention on human evaluation.

2018; Narang et al., 2020; Clinciu et al., 2021), text- 040

to-speech generation (Cardoso et al., 2015; Clark 041

et al., 2019), question answering (Chen et al., 2019; 042

Schuff et al., 2020), and automatic summarization 043

(Owczarzak et al., 2012; Paulus et al., 2017) ben- 044

efit from human evaluation as automatic evalua- 045

tion scores, such as BLEU or F1, are limited in 046

reflecting how humans perceive a system’s quali- 047

ties (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2016; 048

Schuff et al., 2020; Clinciu et al., 2021). 049

As more and more systems are deployed into 050

real-world applications, human evaluation has also 051

gained more attention in the NLP community (Fig- 052

ure 1). On the one hand, there are numerous text 053

books on human evaluation, experimental design, 054

and experimental evaluation (Dean et al., 1999; 055

Field and Hole, 2002; Field, 2013; Montgomery, 056

2017). However, they can become overwhelming 057

for a practically-oriented researcher due to their 058

breadth of topics. On the other hand, there are task- 059

specific NLP resources. For example, van der Lee 060

et al. (2019) provide guidelines on human evalu- 061
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ation of natural language generation (NLG) and062

Sedoc et al. (2019) present an evaluation methodol-063

ogy specifically for chat bots. These contain valu-064

able details for the particular evaluation setting, but065

lack discussions of broader human aspects, such066

as ethical considerations and cross-task NLP top-067

ics, such as crowdsourcing. Similarly, Dror et al.068

(2018) focus on statistical significance testing in069

NLP for automatic evaluation, but do not touch070

upon the needs of human evaluation analyses.071

In this paper, we provide an overview that fo-072

cuses on commonalities of human evaluation across073

NLP without restriction to a single task and thereby074

aim to provide a good balance between generality075

and relevance and foster an overall understanding076

of important aspects in human evaluation, how they077

are connected, and where to find more information.078

In particular, we address NLP researchers who079

are new to human evaluation and walk them080

through how to formulate hypotheses (§2), deter-081

mine which are (in)dependent and confounding082

variables (§3), choose appropriate metrics and ques-083

tionnaires and know their level of measurement084

(§4), select a suitable experimental design (§5), set085

up a crowdsourced study (§6), calculate appropriate086

statistics (§7), and be aware of ethical considera-087

tions (§8). We complement our discussions with088

concrete examples from various NLP tasks. In the089

paper, we mainly include example snippets due090

to space reasons. In addition, we provide com-091

prehensive examples for automatic summarization,092

explanation generation and dialog modeling in the093

supplementary material. Finally, we publish toy094

data with corresponding statistical evaluation code.095

2 Research Questions and Hypotheses096

In essence, the purpose of a user study is to answer097

one or more research questions. These broadly fall098

into two categories: (i) Confirmatory, where the099

research question aims to test a specific assump-100

tion, e.g., “Does the persona of dialog system B101

change the users’ enjoyment of the interaction com-102

pared to that of system A?” and (ii) exploratory,103

where the research question’s purpose is to gen-104

erate assumptions, which can then be tested in a105

subsequent confirmatory research question, e.g.,106

“Which factors influence the users’ enjoyment of107

system B?”. This distinction has a direct influence108

on all later stages of the study. In NLP research,109

the approach of sequentially improving models is110

predominant. For this, confirmatory, comparative111

research questions fit the best. Thus, we will focus 112

on those in the remainder of the paper. 113

Once one or more research questions have been 114

chosen, they need to be transformed into hypothe- 115

ses, which propose a relationship between multiple 116

variables. Staying with our example, the hypothesis 117

“The new system B changes users’ enjoyment com- 118

pared to the old system A” is called the alternative 119

hypothesis in contrast to the null hypothesis that 120

postulates there will be no change. In the former, 121

our hypothesis assumes an effect of the variable 122

“system type” on the variable “user enjoyment”. 123

3 Variables 124

Before we discuss experimental designs and evalu- 125

ation methods, we first have to distinguish, which 126

variables we are changing, which variables we are 127

measuring and which we cannot control. 128

Independent. The independent variable(s) are 129

those which we control in our study, also called 130

factors. Experimental designs involving a single 131

(or multiple) independent variable(s) are referred 132

to as unifactorial (or multifactorial). The values a 133

variable can take are called levels. For example, if 134

the variable is “translation system”, levels might 135

be “old system” and “new system”. 136

Dependent. The dependent or response vari- 137

able(s) are those which we observe when changing 138

the independent variables. For this, it is important 139

to consider not just the general concept (construct), 140

but also what concrete measurement to take. This 141

process is known as operationalization. For ex- 142

ample, we could measure the dependent variable 143

“intelligibility” when varying “translation system” 144

between “old system” and “new system”. 145

Confounding. A confounding variable or con- 146

founder is a variable that affects the dependent 147

variable, but cannot be controlled for, e.g., age or 148

gender of the participant. Education, for example, 149

might affect “intelligibility” but one cannot delib- 150

erately change the education level of participants. 151

Potential confounding variables should either be 152

accounted for in the experiment design or in the 153

statistical evaluation of the collected responses. 154

4 Metrics 155

Depending on the dependent variable, there are 156

different means of quantifying user responses. 157
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Figure 2: A subset of Likert items from the trust in
automation scale by Körber (2018).

4.1 Likert Scales158

While it is clear how to collect objective measures,159

e.g., the length of a dialog, it is less straightforward160

how to collect scores of trust or cognitive load. For161

such subjective metrics one usually obtains scores162

via a scale (Hart and Staveland, 1988; Langer and163

König, 2018; Körber, 2018), e.g., a questionnaire.164

A scale is designed to quantify a construct, e.g.,165

“system usability”, that may comprise of multiple166

dimensions, e.g, efficiency, effectiveness, and sat-167

isfaction (Brooke, 1996; Finstad, 2010). The most168

common type of scale is the Likert scale, contain-169

ing (multiple) items, rated by the user on a discrete170

range. Figure 2 shows an example for a scale con-171

taining five-point Likert items. The overall score172

is calculated by combining the numbers related to173

the answer from each item (Körber, 2018). It is174

important to stress that the single questions are not175

scales themselves but items and the group of items176

makes the scale.177

Using multiple items instead of a single rating178

allows one to assess the scale’s internal consistency,179

e.g., via Cronbach’s alpha (DeVellis, 2016).2 De-180

signing a valid and reliable scale requires a precise181

development process, summarized by Boateng et al.182

(2018) and explained in detail by DeVellis (2016).183

For NLP, the fields of psychology, human computer184

interaction, and robotics already offer a valuable185

range of scales. Validated questionnaires exist, for186

example, for evaluating trust (Körber, 2018), us-187

ability (Brooke, 1996; Finstad, 2010), cognitive188

load (Hart and Staveland, 1988), social attribution189

(Carpinella et al., 2017), or user interface language190

quality (Bargas-Avila and Brühlmann, 2016).191

4.2 Other Useful Metrics for NLP192

In tasks like generating text or speech, direct com-193

parisons or ranked order comparisons (ranked out-194

2Although, we cannot directly assess how well an item is
related to the latent variable of interest (e.g., trust) because this
is what we want to capture via the items, we still can quantify
these relationships indirectly via item-item correlations. If the
items have a high correlation with the latent variable, they will
have a high correlation among each other (DeVellis, 2016).

put from multiple systems best to worst) can be a 195

good option (Vilar et al., 2007; Bojar et al., 2016). 196

Another option for tasks involving text generation 197

is error classification, which involves users annotat- 198

ing text output from a set of predefined error labels 199

(Secară, 2005; Howcroft et al., 2020). Santhanam 200

and Shaikh (2019) showed that continuous rating 201

scales can yield more consistent results than Likert 202

scales for dialog system evaluation. Other mea- 203

surements of interest include completion time, and 204

bio-signals, such as gaze, EEG, ECG, and electro- 205

dermal activity. Bio-signals may provide insight 206

into, e.g., emotional state (Kim and André, 2008), 207

engagement (Renshaw et al., 2009), stress (McDuff 208

et al., 2016), and gestures (Kim et al., 2008). 209

4.3 Level of Measurement 210

It is important to consider the scale on which a vari- 211

able is measured in order to choose a correct sta- 212

tistical test (§7) and measures of central tendency 213

(i.e., mode, median and mean). 214

On a nominal (categorical) scale, items are sim- 215

ply named, with no concept of order or distance 216

between them. An example is emotions perceived 217

in a generated voice (“happiness”, “sadness”,“fear”, 218

etc.). The only measure of central tendency appli- 219

cable to such data is the mode. An ordinal scale 220

adds order to the elements. An example is mea- 221

suring intelligibility using the values “very low”, 222

“low”, “medium”, “high”, and “very high”. In addi- 223

tion to the mode, ordinal data also allows to derive 224

the median. On an interval scale, the elements 225

are ordered with an equal distance between them, 226

allowing one to additionally take the mean. Scores 227

obtained from Likert scales are commonly regarded 228

as interval data.3 An example is measuring user 229

trust in an explainable AI system using the scale 230

from Figure 2. A ratio measurement adds the prop- 231

erty of a true zero point making ratios of interval 232

measurements sensible. An example is interaction 233

time with a system. 234

5 Experimental Designs 235

Next one has to choose how participants are as- 236

signed to conditions, i.e., to levels of the indepen- 237

dent variable(s). This design determines applicable 238

3There has been a long debate between ordinalists who
claim that Likert scales should be treated as ordinal data and
non-parametric statistics have to be used, and intervalists
who argue for an interval interpretation and thus support para-
metric approaches (Jamieson, 2004; Carifio and Perla, 2008;
De Winter and Dodou, 2010) For a deeper discussion as well
as practical recommendations, we refer to Harpe (2015).
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statistical tests and can mitigate confounding ef-239

fects. To illustrate the design choices, we will use240

the example of investigating the correctness of a241

summarization system with the independent vari-242

able “system”, the levels “old” and “new”, and the243

confounding variable that some participants are244

native speakers while others are not.245

Within-Subject. In this study design, also called246

a repeated-measures design, participants are ex-247

posed to all study conditions. This may cause par-248

ticipant responses of later conditions to be affected249

by their responses to earlier conditions due to carry-250

over effects. One way to account for this is to251

control the order of conditions the participants are252

exposed to. Typical approaches are randomization,253

blocking, and Latin square designs. For details, we254

refer to Dean et al. (1999). For a within-subject255

design, a paired statistical test must be used.256

In our example, we could use a within-subject ap-257

proach and mitigate carry-over effects by sampling258

all possible four combinations4 equally often. We259

could account for the possibly confounding effect260

of being a native speaker by balancing the number261

of native/non-native speakers per condition.262

Between-Subjects. In this design, each partici-263

pant is only exposed to one condition. Participant264

responses collected with a between-subjects design265

must use unpaired tests.266

In our example, it could be preferable to use a267

between-subjects approach if the interaction of the268

users with the system takes long and, thus, users269

could become fatigued when being exposed to both270

conditions (i.e., old and new system).271

Comparison. With the same number of partici-272

pants, a within-subject design allows one to collect273

more samples than a between-subjects design. In274

contrast, a between-subjects design can easily be275

scaled to an arbitrarily high number of conditions276

while a within-subjects design is limited by partici-277

pants’ fatigue and willingness to participate in very278

long studies.279

6 Crowdsourcing for NLP280

Crowdsourcing provides an attractive way to281

quickly collect responses from a population that282

has been shown to be more diverse than samples283

from, e.g., college students and internet samples284

4(i) native speaker: “old” first ! “new” second, (ii) native
speaker: “new” ! “old”, (iii) not native speaker: “old” !
“new”, (iv) not native speaker: “new” ! “old”.

(Buhrmester et al., 2016). In NLP, Schnoebelen 285

and Kuperman (2010) find crowdsourcing to be a 286

reliable source for linguistic data. However there 287

are differences between designing a crowdsourcing 288

study and a traditional lab experiment, which we 289

will overview in the following paragraphs. 290

Fair Compensation. In a traditional study, par- 291

ticipants are often volunteers interested in aiding 292

research. On crowdsourcing platforms, participants 293

might not have another full time job and rely on the 294

money they earn by completing tasks (Williamson, 295

2016). Therefore it is important to ensure your pay 296

structure is non-exploitative. If a user is unable to 297

complete a task due to an error in the task, their 298

time should still be respected. 299

Platform rules. Different platforms, e.g., Ama- 300

zon Mechanical Turk, CrowdFlower, MicroWork- 301

ers, Prolific Academy or Qualtrics, have different 302

rules and capabilities. For example, some require 303

participants to be paid on completion of task, while 304

others allow the results to be reviewed first. Some 305

only support users filling out surveys, while others 306

allow for building more complex interactions. 307

Task description. The task description should 308

explicitly contain all necessary steps that a worker 309

needs to fulfill in order to be paid, as well as the 310

estimated time a task will take. It should give work- 311

ers an accurate idea of expectations so they can 312

make an informed choice about accepting the task. 313

Incentives. Crowdsourcing workers often want 314

to get through an experiment quickly to maximize 315

their pay, so this should be kept in mind when de- 316

signing an experience. Including attention check- 317

ing or free-response questions can help ensure 318

workers are not just clicking through tasks to finish 319

quickly (Meade and Craig, 2012). We also rec- 320

ommend that experiments are designed such that 321

workers cannot submit a task unless they have com- 322

pleted all subtasks. For example, if evaluating a 323

speech generation system, the user must actually 324

play samples before they can be evaluated. Finally, 325

keep interactions as short as possible as participants 326

may suffer from survey fatigue (i.e., giving less 327

thoughtful answers over time) (Ben-Nun, 2008). 328

Pilot study. Pilot studies, i.e., small scale trials 329

before a larger study, allow for testing the exper- 330

imental design and technical set-up. Performing 331

pilot studies allows researchers to discover errors 332
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early on, saving resources and time. For more de-333

tails on designing pilot studies, c.f., Van Teijlingen334

and Hundley (2001) and Hassan et al. (2006).335

Note that pilot studies conducted in a lab set-336

ting may not generalize to the data collected on337

crowdsourcing websites, due to the difference in338

populations. Thus, it is a good idea to also conduct339

a small pilot study on the crowdsourcing platform.340

Data Logging. If an experiment involves any-341

thing more than a survey, the interaction of the user342

with the system will probably generate interesting343

data itself. Even if it does not seem immediately344

relevant to the research goal, logging is relatively345

cheap and can provide insights when analysing the346

experimental data. Additionally, if the focus of the347

experiment shifts, rather than re-running the study,348

the “extra” data logged might already contain the349

needed information. For example if we want to350

measure translation quality, it might also be a good351

idea to log mouse movement and time taken to352

rate each translation as these might later provide353

insights into how comprehensible translation were.354

It is important to note, however, that users should355

be informed of any data collected and personally356

identifying data should be avoided.357

Further reading. We refer to Pavlick et al.358

(2014) for a discussion of Mechanical Turk’s lan-359

guage demography and to Paolacci (2010), Sch-360

noebelen and Kuperman (2010) for further advice361

on conducting a crowdsourcing study as well as362

Jacques and Kristensson (2019) for information on363

crowdsourcing economics.364

7 Statistical Evaluation for NLP365

In their review of INLG and ACL papers that con-366

duct a human evaluation, van der Lee et al. (2019)367

note that only 33% of the papers report statistical368

analyses. This section aims to offer a guideline to369

choose an appropriate sample size, select an appli-370

cable statistical test and decide whether a post-hoc371

test and a multiplicity adjustment need to be used.372

7.1 Estimating the Required Sample Size373

Before starting a user study, an important step is374

to consider what sample size will be necessary to375

make meaningful claims about the results. This376

number will greatly depend on what power the377

study should have. Statistical power expresses the378

probability of recognizing a statistically significant379

difference in the data if one occurs, in short the like-380

lihood of not reporting a false negative. A power 381

level of 0.80 or higher is generally recommended 382

(Bausell and Li, 2002). 383

The power of a study is dependent on the ex- 384

pected effect size, the number of participants (N), 385

and the statistical test that will be used. The ef- 386

fect size refers to how large the expected difference 387

is between experimental groups. The smaller the 388

effect size is, the greater the required number of par- 389

ticipants will be, in order to show that differences 390

between experimental groups are not just due to 391

chance. While estimating effect size can be diffi- 392

cult, some useful starting points could come from 393

previous research or from looking at the results 394

from a pilot study — which is always a good idea 395

to conduct before launching a large-scale study. 396

Additionally, a meta study of 302 social and behav- 397

ioral meta-analsyses, Lipsey and Wilson (1993), 398

found the average effect size to be exactly 0.5. 399

For more information, including tables with the 400

relationship between power, N , and hypothesized 401

effect size as well details on calculating power, 402

Dean et al. (1999), Bausell and Li (2002) and Mont- 403

gomery (2017) provide a solid introduction to the 404

topic and VanVoorhis et al. (2007) discuss common 405

rules of thumbs of sample size. 406

7.2 Choosing the Correct Statistical Test 407

The (set of) applicable statistical test(s) is deter- 408

mined by the experimental setup including the 409

choice of measurement scale (§4.3) and the ex- 410

perimental design (§5). To choose a test, one has to 411

determine the number of levels (groups), whether 412

the samples were collected in a paired or unpaired 413

design, the measurement scale of the dependent 414

variable and whether parametric assumptions are 415

met. In the following, we discuss these aspects 416

and present common tests. Table 1 lists the dis- 417

cussed tests along the conditions in which they are 418

applicable. 419

Paired and Unpaired Tests. Whether a paired 420

or an unpaired test is the correct choice directly de- 421

pends on the choice of experimental design, which 422

we discussed in §5. The paired test is applicable 423

if the samples were collected in a within-subject 424

design (repeated measures), i.e., from one group. 425

In the in-between design, the two samples were 426

collected from different groups and an unpaired 427

test has to be applied. 428

Parametric and Non-Parametric Tests. Para- 429

metric tests make assumptions on the underlying 430
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population distribution (such as normality), non-431

parametric tests do not make assumptions on the432

distributions, but still can make other assumptions433

(Colquhoun, 1971). Therefore, the measurement434

scale of the dependent variable can directly deter-435

mine whether a parametric test is applicable. For436

example, we cannot run a parametric t-test (which437

is parametric) on ordinal responses from {“often”,438

“sometimes”, “never”}. It is often claimed that439

parametric tests offer higher statistical power. This440

statement has to be restricted to very specific con-441

ditions and Colquhoun (1971) argues to prefer non-442

parametric tests as long as there is no experimen-443

tal evidence of the error distribution. We refer444

to Colquhoun (1971) for a discussion of the dif-445

ferences between parametric and non-parametric446

methods and to Sprent (2012) and Corder and Fore-447

man (2014) for details on non-paramteric statistics.448

7.2.1 Frequently-Used Tests for NLP449

In the following, we present a selection of the com-450

mon statistical tests, highlight important assump-451

tions they make and provide examples of NLP ap-452

plications they are relevant to. We do not exhaus-453

tively discuss all assumptions of each test here, but454

instead, want to offer first guidance in choosing the455

right test. We first discuss tests that are applica-456

ble to experiment designs with one factor that has457

two levels (e.g., the factor chatbot system with the458

levels “system A” and “system B”).459

Thereafter, we consider tests involving one fac-460

tor with more than two levels (e.g., the factor chat-461

bot system with an additional third “system C”).462

These tests are called omnibus tests, which means463

that they only can detect that “there is a difference”464

but make no statement about pairwise differences.465

Therefore, pairwise post-hoc tests are usually used466

after detecting a significant difference with an om-467

nibus test.468

Unpaired and Paired Two-Sample t-Test. In469

the context of user studies, the t-test is usually used470

to test if the means of two samples differ signifi-471

cantly, i.e., a two-sample t-test.5 In NLG evalua-472

tion, the time a participants take to read a sentence473

generated by one versus another system could be474

compared using a t-test. For the two-sample test475

one further distinguishes an unpaired or indepen-476

dent test and a paired or dependent test. The t-test477

assumes that the errors follow a normal distribution478

5A one-sample t-test compares a sample’s mean with a
predefined reference mean.

Paired Param. Scale Test

7 3 interval unpaired t-test
7 7 ordinal Mann-Whitney U test
7 7 nominal Chi-square (�2) test
7 7 dichotomous Fisher’s exact test
3 3 interval paired t-test
3 7 ordinal⇤ Wilcoxon signed-rank test
3 7 ordinal sign test
3 7 nominal McNemar test

7 3 interval one-way ANOVA
7 7 ordinal Kruskal-Wallis test
3 3 interval repeated-measures ANOVA
3 7 ordinal Friedmann test

Table 1: Frequently used parametric and corresponding
non-parametric tests. The upper part of the table con-
tains tests that compare two groups, the lower part lists
tests that compare more groups. ⇤The pairwise differ-
ences have to be on an ordinal scale, see Colquhoun
(1971) for more details.

which is usually decided subjectively by inspecting 479

the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot of the data (Hull, 480

1993). When analyzing Likert scale responses, the 481

choice of test depends on whether one regards the 482

scale scores to be measures to be ordinal or in- 483

terval measures (§4.3). However, De Winter and 484

Dodou (2010) compare error rates between the non- 485

parametric Mann-Whitney U test with the paramet- 486

ric t-test for five-point Likert items and find that 487

both tests yield similar power. 488

Mann-Whitney U and Wilcoxon Signed-Rank. 489

Although the t-test can be robust to violations of 490

normality (Hull, 1993), non-parametric alterna- 491

tives, such as the Mann-Whitney U for unpaired 492

samples and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for 493

paired samples are preferable. The Mann-Whitney 494

U test is the non-parametric counterpart to the un- 495

paired t-test. In contrast to the t-test, which is 496

restricted to interval data, it is additionally appli- 497

cable to ordinal data as well as interval data that 498

does not fulfill the parametric assumptions. For 499

example, testing user acceptance of a voice as- 500

sistant could involve asking participants how of- 501

ten they would use the system: "daily", "weekly", 502

"monthly" or "never". The paired counterpart to 503

the Mann-Whitney U test is the Wilcoxon signed- 504

rank test which compares median differences be- 505

tween the two groups and can be applied as long as 506

the pairwise differences between samples can be 507

ranked. If this is not possible, a sign test should be 508

used instead (Colquhoun, 1971). 509
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Fisher’s Exact, �2 and McNemar Test. If the510

measurement scale nominal, the Mann-Whitney U511

and the Wilcoxon signed rank test are not applica-512

ble. Instead, Fisher’s exact test test should be used513

for unpaired groups if the dependent variable is di-514

chotomous, i.e., can only take two values like “yes”515

and “no”, e.g. for rating the correctness of answers516

generated by a question answering system. If it517

can take more values, e.g. additionally “I do not518

know”, a chi-square (�2) test can be used. When519

the samples are paired, the test of choice should be520

the McNemar test.521

One-Way and Repeated-Measures ANOVA.522

So far, we only addressed tests that compare two523

groups, such as samples from “dialog system A”524

to samples from “dialog system B”. When we add525

a third or more conditions, the discussed tests are526

no longer applicable. Instead, if the samples are527

parametric, a one-way ANOVA can be applied to528

unpaired samples and a repeated-measures ANOVA529

can be applied to paired samples.530

Kruskal-Wallis and Friedmann Test. Like the531

Mann-Whitney U and the Wilcoxon-signed rank532

test are the non-parametric counterparts to the533

paired and unpaired t-test, one can use the non-534

parametric Kruskal-Wallis test instead of a one-535

way ANOVA and the non-parametric Friedmann536

test instead of a repeated-measures ANOVA.537

More Complex Models and Tests. Besides the538

discussed tests, there also are more general models539

and accompanying tests. If the experimental setup540

requires to account for, e.g., subject-specific influ-541

ences (e.g., mother tongue or literacy) or repeated542

measures of one factor within a mixed design (e.g.,543

a design in which each participant uses one dia-544

log system, i.e. a between-subjects factor, but all545

participants perform the same tasks, i.e., a within-546

subject factor), (generalized) linear mixed models547

(GLMMs) can be the appropriate evaluation tool.548

The difference between a linear model and a gener-549

alized linear mixed model is that the linear model550

is (i) generalized with respect to the distribution of551

the response variable (e.g., to predict a binary re-552

sponse) and (ii) extended to include random effects553

such as individual participant characteristics on top554

of fixed effects such as “system type” resulting in a555

mixed model. Intuitively, the purpose of including556

random effects is to get a clearer picture of the fixed557

effects and not to falsely attribute, e.g., the effect of558

participant age to be a difference between two chat559

bots. These models can be particularly relevant for 560

crowdsourcing studies where crowdworkers partici- 561

pate in some, but neither all nor only one condition. 562

An introduction to linear mixed models and their 563

usage in R is provided by Winter (2013). More 564

details can be found in McCulloch and Neuhaus 565

(2005) and Jiang (2007). 566

7.3 Post Hoc Tests 567

The presented omnibus tests do not allow to make 568

statements about pairwise differences between con- 569

ditions. For example, an ANOVA might detect a 570

significant difference within the groups {“system 571

A”, “system B”, “system C”} but makes no state- 572

ment if there is for example a significant difference 573

between “system A” and “system B”. In such cases 574

one needs to use a post-hoc test. The respective 575

post-hoc test is typically only applied if the om- 576

nibus test found a significant effect and — depend- 577

ing on the method — requires a multiple testing 578

adjustment. Commonly used tests are Tukey HSD, 579

Scheffé, Games-Howell, Nemenyi and Conover. 580

7.4 The Multiple Comparisons Problem 581

The intuition behind the multiple comparisons prob- 582

lem or multiplicity is that when many tests are con- 583

ducted, each test bears the risk of a Type I error and 584

that with many tests, one is, overall, much more 585

likely to mistakenly report a statistically significant 586

difference. In such cases the individual ↵ levels 587

need to be adjusted. A simple and well-known ad- 588

justment method is the Bonferroni correction, that 589

divides the ↵ level by the number of tests. However, 590

this method is typically considered to be too con- 591

servative. Therefore, improved methods, such as 592

the Holm procedure or the Hochberg technique are 593

recommended (Bender and Lange, 2001; Streiner 594

and Norman, 2011). When and when not to ap- 595

ply ↵ adjustments was discussed vividly (Rothman, 596

1990; Ottenbacher, 1998; Moyé, 1998; Bender and 597

Lange, 2001; Streiner and Norman, 2011).6 598

7.5 Further Analysis Methods for NLP 599

As NLP systems are frequently evaluated in side- 600

by-side comparisons, the collected variables can be 601

ranks or preferences (Callison-Burch et al., 2007; 602

Grundkiewicz et al., 2015). For example, partici- 603

pants can be asked to rank pairs of translations or 604

6We refer to Bender and Lange (2001) and Streiner and
Norman (2011) for brief but comprehensive discussions of the
multiple comparisons problem and different recommendations
when and when not to correct for multiple testing.
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generated speech snippets. TrueSkill™ (Herbrich605

and Graepel, 2006; Sakaguchi et al., 2014) can be606

used to construct ranks from pairwise preferences.607

Pairwise preferences can be analyzed statistically608

using (log-linear) Bradly-Terry models (Bradley609

and Terry, 1952; Dras, 2015) or approaches based610

on item response theory (Sedoc et al., 2019). Fur-611

ther, hybrid approaches that combine ranking with612

scale ratings (Novikova et al., 2018) or human613

judgements with automatic evaluation (Hashimoto614

et al., 2019) have been proposed for NLG.615

7.6 Example616

To showcase a complete statistical analysis, we con-617

sider a scenario in which we want to compare three618

chat bot systems with respect to the levels of trust619

they evoke in users. More formally, we investigate620

the effect of three levels of the independent variable621

“personalization” on the variable user trust. We sup-622

pose that we operationalize user trust using the623

trust scale by Körber (2018) and consider the scale624

scores to lie on an interval scale. We assume that625

we conducted a pilot study and collected the full626

study data using a within-subject design balancing627

for native speakers. The next step is to determine628

an appropriate statistical test. For this example, we629

suppose that a Q-Q plot indicated that the collected630

responses are not parametric. Since we chose a631

within-subject design, the ratings are paired. There-632

fore we need to use a paired non-parametric test and633

choose the Friedmann test. Supposing the Fried-634

mann test detects a significant difference, we sub-635

sequently run a Nemenyi test to determine which636

pairs of groups significantly differ. In our example,637

we find that trust ratings of two levels of personal-638

ization are significantly higher than the third level639

without a significant difference between the two.7640

8 Ethical and Legal Considerations641

When designing an experiment involving human642

participation, it is also critical to consider ethical643

and legal implications.644

Privacy. In the EU, legal considerations include645

respecting participant’s data privacy in compliance646

with the GDPR. In particular, the clauses on partic-647

ipant’s right to erasure, right to information, and648

right to restriction of processing should be consid-649

ered. It is therefore necessary to have a data agree-650

7We provide toy data and code for the described statistical
analysis at www.removed-for-anonymity.edu (see
supplementary material).

ment for participants before they decide to take 651

part in an experiment, informing participants what 652

data will be collected, how it will be used, and how 653

long any personally identifying data (e.g., video 654

or speech recordings) will be stored (Commission, 655

2018). Legal requirements may vary by country/ 656

locality, therefore it is important to check with your 657

research institution before planning an experiment. 658

However, ethically, data protection should be con- 659

sidered regardless of legal obligations. 660

Consent. Additionally, it is important to make 661

sure participants have true informed consent before 662

beginning an experiment (Association et al., 2002; 663

Commission, 2018; Association; Code, 1949). This 664

means that participants should know the purpose 665

of the research, that they have the right to end par- 666

ticipation at any time, the potential risks an experi- 667

ment poses/factors why someone might not want to 668

participate, prospective benefits of the experiment, 669

any limits to confidentiality, such as how the data 670

collected will be used or published, incentives for 671

participation, and contacts in case of questions. 672

Respect for Participants. In addition to consent 673

and privacy issues, researchers should also priori- 674

tize the dignity of participants. Studies should be 675

conducted in order to provide a benefit to society 676

rather than randomly. That said, participant welfare 677

must take a priority over the interests of science 678

and society. And studies should be conducted so as 679

to avoid all unnecessary physical and mental suffer- 680

ing (e.g., intentionally inducing negative emotions) 681

and injury (Association et al., 2002; Code, 1949; 682

Association). For further reading we refer to Shaw 683

(2003) and Leidner and Plachouras (2017). 684

9 Conclusion 685

In this paper, we provided an overview of the most 686

important aspects for human evaluation in natu- 687

ral language processing. We guided the reader 688

along the way from research questions to statisti- 689

cal analysis, reviewed general experimental design 690

approaches, discussed ethical and legal consider- 691

ations and gave NLP-specific advice on metrics, 692

crowdsourcing and evaluation techniques. We com- 693

plemented our discussions with numerous example 694

scenarios from NLP and a code example for a statis- 695

tical analysis with R. Thereby, we offered a quick 696

start guide for NLP researchers who are new to the 697

field of human evaluation and provided pointers to 698

in-depth resources. 699
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